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LESSON 
PLAN

FCS

Career Clusters (& Pathways)
• Food Production and Services

FCCLA  Connections
• Student Body • Power of ONE/Leadership Service in Action 

Objectives
Students will…
• Explore careers in baking production, baking science, or culinary baking
• Calculate the costs of producing potato roll yeast dough
• Identify how much value is added through specialty dough shaping
• Use safe-food preparation and handling techniques for food sales
• Apply professional food preparation techniques, teamwork, portion control, and 

uniform shaping techniques for aesthetically pleasing products for food sales

Career & Technology Connections
• Baking Builds STE(A)M PowerPoint® at HomeBaking.org  
• Baking & Pasty, Johnson & Wales University at www.jwu.edu
• Kitchen Blueprint to Math, Science, Art, and Literacy PowerPoint® for Early 

Childhood education at HomeBaking.org

Materials list (for each lab or team)
• Home Baking Association How to Make Soft Pretzels: Dough  

Sculpting 101 DVD (WA32838)
• Ingredients for refrigerator potato dough
• 5 qt. KitchenAid® Artisan Mixer (WA22232)
• Wilton® Perfect Results Cookie Pan (WA32716)
• Half-size baking pan liner (WA33722)
• Parchment pan liners
• Escali® Ciro Digital Scale (WA35195)
• Stainless steel measuring cup and spoon set (WA21270)
• Digital thermometer (SB47505)
• Ateco bowl scraper (WA29531)
• Plastic wrap [KI01037(I)]
• Pan spray
• Nonstick cooling rack set (WA28456)
• Plastic storage bags (W00762)
• Food wrap/packaging/labels for rolls, loaves
• Refrigerator potato dough recipe handout (p. 3)
• Roll shapes handout (p. 4)
• Local connections handout (p. 5)
• Tips for shaping success handout (p. 6)

Additional resources
•  A Baker’s Dozen Labs manual (WA27798)
• Commercial examples with prices (sliced bread, rolls, and specialty/

artisan rolls, loaves)

Standards
NASAFACS
1.2.1 Analyze potential career choices to determine the 
knowledge, skills, attitudes, and opportunities associ-
ated with each career.

1.2.4 Demonstrate teamwork skills in school, community 
and workplace settings and with diverse populations.

1.3.3 Analyze personal and family assets and skills that 
provide service to the community.

8.1 Analyze career paths within the food production and 
food services industries.

8.4.7 Apply principles of measurement, portion control, 
conversions, food cost analysis and control, menu termi-
nology, and menu pricing to menu planning. 

8.5 Demonstrate professional food preparation meth-
ods and techniques for all menu categories to produce a 
variety of food products that meet customer needs.

14.3.3 Demonstrate ability to select, store, prepare, and 
serve nutritious, aesthetically pleasing food and food 
product.
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Activity 1: Exploration (10 minutes)
Explore consumer concept of “value-added.” Where do you purchase daily 
bread products? (Varies — day-old bakery store, supermarket, etc.) How 
much do you pay for 1 lb./16 oz. packages of buns, rolls, or loaves? (Varies — 
$1.89+.) If we baked these in our homes or lab, how much do the ingredients 
cost? (Generally can make 2+ lbs. of similar product for approximately $1.75.) 
What is the advantage of baking for yourself? (Locally made, flavor, control 
of ingredients, whole grain, variety of grains, freshness, no preservatives, 
variety of shapes, sizes, etc.) In culinary, what does “value-added” mean? 
(With a special shape, ingredient, or technique a product gains value in the 
eyes of the consumer, they are willing to pay more, allowing more profit.) 
Dough sculpting or specialty shaping “adds value” to a dough.

Activity 1: Exploration (20–30 minutes)
Prepare the potato refrigerator dough recipe (p. 3) — either to shape 
immediately or to refrigerate and shape the next day.

Activity 2: Career connections  
(10–30 minutes)
Explore who needs to know how to prepare a dough — cookie, muffin, 
yeasted — for a culinary or food career. Will it make you a more valuable 
employee if you can bake as a part of your culinary skills? Where can you 
learn baking skills for home and career? Visit websites (see Career & Tech 
Connections) for PowerPoint® or baking career sites. Careers in baking begin 
at home, 4-H or FCCLA, culinary classes — and may continue to certification, 
apprenticeship or to a Ph.D. Baking can take you all over the world.

Activity 2: Exploration (20–30 minutes)
Each team divides/scales one recipe of dough into thirds (1 lb. 4 oz.) or 
sixths (10 oz.) and shape three to six different shapes rolls using lab diagram 
directions. 

• How to shape rolls is demonstrated on Dough Sculpting 101 DVD 
(WA32838) along with additional braids, loaves, and centerpiece 
sculptures. 

• Bake as directed for the size and shapes selected.  
• Cool baked product on wire racks (until 100° F at center), wrap 

individually or in quantities that will sell or be served.  

Note: Potato dough products will remain moist for second day serving/sales. 
Centerpiece sculptures use a plain yeast dough.

Activity 3: Baking prep (20–30 minutes) 
Read and assemble recipe ingredients; read each step, assemble equipment, 
and determine if you know how to use it. As needed, view Refrigerator 
Potato Dough preparation demonstration on Dough Sculpting 101 DVD 
(WA32838).

Introduction
Dough sculpting with refrigerator potato dough provides the “just like Grandma’s” 
connection for culinary baking-for-profit products in restaurants or local bakery 
sales. This dough handles beautifully and may be shaped in short labs or 
refrigerated for two- or three-day production schedules by following refrigeration 
techniques. Dough production, time-saving tips, and a wide variety of specialty roll 
and loaf shapes are demonstrated on the Dough Sculpting 101 DVD (WA32838). 
Additional lab resources are contained on the DVD including specialty cookies, 
centerpiece display dough sculptures, and Play Clay for early learners. Additional 
baking science found in the A Baker’s Dozen Labs manual (WA27798). Consult 
HBA’s Baking Glossary at HomeBaking.org for additional baking test-kitchen 
resources and links with baking ingredient and term entries.

Activity 4: Baking science (15 minutes) 
Research what yeast eats at www.breadworld.com and  
www.redstaryeast.com. Find essential yeast temperatures in A Baker’s 
Dozen Labs manual (WA27798).

Day 1 – Consumer math & science

Day 2 – Baking lab
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